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In her direct and enlightening teaching style, bestselling author Jennifer Eivaz helps
readers sharpen their prophetic gifting in order to minister healing and breakthrough—
resulting in a supernatural display of God’s glory.
You will deepen your understanding of this unique anointing as Jennifer teaches
practical and biblical principles to help you
•
•
•
•
•

cherish your time in the secret place with God,
distinguish the extraordinary forthtelling voice of God,
gain insight into signs and dreams,
avoid fads and heresies, and
discern when to hold on to a prophetic word and when to let it go.

The world is in desperate need of hearing the voice of God clearly, and it is vital that
His prophets express God’s heart faithfully. Are you prepared to walk in the footsteps of
those who, with courage and humility, discover God’s prophetic secrets?

“This book is practical, faith-building and empowering.”
—Patricia King, author, television host, Christian minister
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“Jennifer Eivaz beautifully illustrates the importance of stewarding the
spiritual gift of prophecy with a heart of wisdom.”
—Dr. Ché Ahn, founder and president, Harvest International Ministry
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Jennifer Eivaz is a minister and international conference speaker with a heart
to equip believers in the supernatural, as well as to raise passionate and effective
prayer. She is a regular contributor to Charisma Online and The Elijah List, has
been featured on several Christian television shows, hosts the popular podcast Take
Ten With Jenn, and has authored several bestselling books. Jennifer lives with her
husband, Ron, and their two children in Turlock, California, where she serves as an
executive pastor at Harvest Church. Learn more at jennifereivaz.com.
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